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Streamline Diffusion Methods for the

Incompressible Euler and Navier-Stokes Equations

By Claes Johnson and Jukka Saranen

Abstract. We present and analyze extensions of the streamline diffusion finite element method

to the time-dependent two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid in

the case of high Reynolds numbers. The limit case with zero viscosity, the Euler equations, is

also considered.

Introduction. The Streamline Diffusion method is a finite element method for

convection-dominated convection-diffusion problems recently introduced by Hughes

and Brooks [5], [6] in the case of stationary problems. The mathematical analysis of

this method for linear problems, together with extensions to time-dependent prob-

lems using space-time elements, was started in Johnson and Nävert [8] and was

continued in [9], [16] and [10]. The outcome of this work is that the SD (Streamline

Diffusion)-method can be demonstrated to have both good stability properties and

high accuracy, a combination of desirable features not shared by previously known

finite element methods; standard methods either (as the usual Galerkin method) are

formally higher-order accurate, but lack in stability and produce severely oscillating

solutions if the exact solution is nonsmooth, or (as the classical artificial viscosity or

upwind method) contain a large amount of artificial diffusion, limiting the accuracy

to at most first-order. The main theoretical results for the SD-method in [8], [9], [16]

and [10] are almost-optimal error estimates, together with localization results which

show that effects are propagated in the discrete problem in a way similar to what is

the case in the continuous problem. In particular, it follows from these localization

results that the presence of, e.g., a boundary layer in the exact solution only affects

the accuracy of the discrete solution close to the layer. This is in contrast to the usual

Galerkin method, where the presence of a boundary layer in general severely

degrades the accuracy in the whole domain. The analysis of the SD-method also

shows the necessity of sharpening the classical stability concept for finite element (or

finite difference) methods for hyperbolic type problems, such as, e.g., convection-dif-

fusion problems with dominating convection.

The purpose of this note is to present extensions of the SD-method to some

nonlinear hyperbolic problems in fluid mechanics: The time-dependent two-dimen-

sional Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid in the case of
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high Reynolds number and also the limit case with zero viscosity, the Euler

equations. We shall present methods for which global error estimates can be proved

which are analogous to those mentioned above for linear problems. Propagation-of-

information results for the discrete versions of the nonlinear problems considered

would be very desirable to have, but seem very difficult to obtain; as far as we know,

results of this nature are not even known for the continuous problems. For earlier

work on SD-methods for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, see [7],

An outline of this note is as follows: In Section 1 we briefly review the SD-method

for a linear convection-dominated convection-diffusion problem and recall the basic

error estimate in this case. In Section 2 we present and analyze a streamline-diffu-

sion type method for the Euler equations for an incompressible fluid in the case of

two space dimensions. This method is based on using the stream function-vorticity

formulation of the Euler equations. Finally, in Section 3 we consider two methods

for the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations also in two dimensions: One

method using a velocity-pressure formulation, and one method using a velocity-pres-

sure-vorticity formulation. The latter method is a streamline-diffusion variant of a

mixed method for the Navier-Stokes equations previously analyzed by Girault and

Raviart [4] in the case of low Reynolds numbers.

In the methods considered in this note, the approximate solution is sought on each

time level as a piecewise polynomial on a finite element grid not necessarily aligned

with the flow. We plan to compare our methods with 'grid free' so-called vortex

methods, which have recently attracted renewed interest (see, e.g., [1]). Numerical

experiments with the methods studied in the paper are under way and the results will

be presented elsewhere.

In what follows, C will denote a positive constant, not necessarily the same at

each occurrence, independent of the parameters h and e.

1. A Linear Convection-Diffusion Problem.

1.1. The Continuous Problem. As a model for time-dependent convection-dominated

convection-diffusion problems we shall consider the following problem: Find the

scalar function u = u(x,t) such that

(1.1a) fu,+ uB-eku=f       in S2 X /,

(1.1b) ¡ w = 0      on T X/,

(1.1c) I u = u0    in Í2 for / = 0,

where ñ is a bounded domain in R2 with boundary T, u, = du/dt, uß = ß • Vu,

with V« the gradient with respect to x = (x,, x2) e R2, and ß = (ßv ß2) is a given

smooth vector-field and e > 0 a small constant. Further, / and u0 are given data,

and / = (0, T) is a given time interval.

1.2. The Streamline-Diffusion Method. The SD-method for (1.1) is based on using

finite elements over the space-time domain Q = Q X /, i.e., a finite element formula-

tion is used not only in space, but also to discretize in time. To define this method,

let STh = { t } be a finite element subdivision of ß with elements r and let

0 = f() < fj < • • • < tM = T be a subdivision of the time interval / into intervals

lm = (*m' 'm+i)- Let %h = {K } be the corresponding subdivision of Q into elements

K = t X /   with h representing the maximum of the diameters of the K e (tê'h, and
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let Pk( K ) be the set of polynomials in x and / of degree at most k on K, and define

for k > 1

(1.2) Vh={v^ X; v\Ke Pk(r) X Pk(Im) VÍ=tX/m£^),

where 3?= n"~<> H\Sm), with Sm = ñ X /m. In other words, FA is the set of

piecewise polynomial functions on (€h of degree at most k that are continuous in x

and possibly discontinuous in t across the time levels tm, m — 1,..., M — 1. We

shall assume that #A is a regular subdivision of Q, i.e., for each K & (êh there is an

inscribed sphere in K such that the ratio of the diameter of this sphere and the

diameter of K is bounded below, independently of K and h.

We shall use the following notation: Given a domain G, let (•,• )c denote the

usual L2(G) scalar product and || • ||c the corresponding norm. Also, HS(G) for 5 a

positive integer will denote the usual Sobolev space of functions with square

integrable derivatives of order less than or equal to 5 with norm || • \\sC. Further, for

piecewise polynomials v and w defined on the triangulation fé^' = {K}, where

^'h c ^a> and f°r differential operators D¡, we use the notation

{DlV,D2W)0,=   £   {DlV,D2w)K,       Q'=   [J   K,
K<a rh K<e <g¡

i.e., we just sum the integrals over each element K e ^'h. We also write

(w,v)m = (w,v)Sm,       \\v\\m = (v,v)^2,

(w^>m=M-,íJ^(-,íJ)p., \v\m = (v,o)lf,

v+(x,t)=   lim  v(x,t + s),       [v] = v + - v_.

The SD-method for (1.1) can now be formulated as follows: Find uh e Vh =

{v e Vh: v = 0 on T X /} such that for m = 0,..., M - 1,

(ul' + uhß,v + 8(üt+vß))m + ([uh],v + )m + e(vu,vv)m

-e8(àu",v, + vß)m= (f,o + 8(v, + vß))m   Mv e Vh,

where S = Ch with C a suitably chosen (sufficiently small, see [10] and below)

positive constant and w*(-,0) = w0 are initial data and where, according to the

above convention, the expression (A«\ v, + Vß)m is interpreted as a sum of integrals

over the elements K g <€h in the slab Sm.

It is proved in [16] that if uh_(•, tm) is given, then (1.3) defines uh uniquely in the

slab Sm and thus uh can be computed successively on the slabs 5m, starting at S0

where uh_(-,0) = u0 is given. For each m, (1.3) is equivalent to a linear system of

equations and thus (1.3) corresponds to an implicit scheme for (1.1).

Remark 1.1. If e > h we would choose 5 = 0 and then (1.3), as regards the

time-discretization, would coincide with the Discontinuous Galerkin method, re-

cently analyzed in [3] in the case of a parabolic-type problem corresponding to

choosing e ~ 1 in (1.1) (see also [12]). In the parabolic case, the Discontinuous

Galerkin method for time-discretization is demonstrated to have very satisfactory

properties, resulting in a method of order 2/c + 1 with respect to t, when using

polynomials of order k in time. In fact, if / = 0 and the time step is uniform, then

the difference methods corresponding to the subdiagonal in the Padé table are

retrieved in this way.   D
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Note that the feature that distinguishes (1.3) from conventional finite element or

Galerkin methods is the presence of the term 8(u, + vg). The rationale for this

modification is that choosing v = uh e Vh in (1.3), and summing over m, we obtain

control of a term of the form

„2 2 2        M~l 2

*K + «*|0 + I«-U + I,<ilo + E |["*1L
m-2

1/2

in terms of the data uQ and /. This extra stability, as compared with Standard

Galerkin, where 8 = 0, is the key to the good properties of the method, allowing

"almost optimal" error estimates and localization results to be demonstrated [10],

[16]. The basic error estimate for (1.3), when e < h, reads as follows,

(1.4) \\\u-u"\HChk^2\\u\\k+UQ,

where

2 2 2 M-\ 2 11/2

max ||w(-,0lln +^IIh-, + vvgH   + £||vw||   +   £   \[w]\mw
0«r«r 1=1

Remark 1.2. For the stationary analogue of (1.1) with no «,-term, the modified test

function in the SD-method has the form (v + 8vß), which together with the term uß

introduces a term of the form 8(uß, uß) which can be interpreted as resulting from

diffusion -8ußß acting only in the streamline direction ß. This is the motivation for

the term "streamline diffusion". Note that in the time-dependent problem (1.1) it is

important to introduce the term 8(u* + uß,v, + vß) corresponding to a diffusion

acting in the direction (/?, 1) in space-time (cf. [6], [7], where only the modification

(v + 8vß) is used, even in the time-dependent case).   □

For numerical experiments with the SD-method (1.3), demonstrating the good

properties of this method, also in the case of nonsmooth exact solutions, together

with comparisons with the nonsatisfactory results obtained when putting 8 = 0, we

refer to [16].

1.3. Discontinuous Galerkin. If e = 0 in (1.1), then we can use trial functions in the

discrete problem, which may be discontinuous across interelement boundaries also

in the space variable. Note that with e = 0, (Lib, c) is replaced by

u = u0   on dQ_,

where

8«2_= {(x,t) 6 3ß: n,(x,t) + n(x,t) ■ ß(x,t) < 0},

and u0(x, t) = 0 if t > 0. Here, of course, dQ = fi X {0} U fi X {T} U T X /, and

(n, nt) is the outward unit normal to 9<2 in R3.

To define a finite element method using discontinuous functions, let us introduce

the following notation: If ß = (ßx, ß2) is a given smooth vector field on Q, we define

for A: e Vh

(1.5) dK;(ß)= {(*,/) e dK- nt(x,t) + n(x,t) • ß(x,t) £ 0),

where (n,nt) denotes the outward unit normal to K c Q. Further, let

Wx(x,i)=   lim  w(x + sß,t + s),       [w] = w + — w_,
j^0T
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and introduce for k > 0,

Wh={veL2(Q):v\KePk(K)VKeVh}.

The Discontinuous Galerkin method for (1.1) can now be formulated as follows:

Find uh e. Wh such that

(uï + uhß, v + 8(v, + vß))   +   £    Í [uh]v+\n, + n-ß\ds
(1.6) KeVhhK.{ß)

= {f,v + 8(c, + vß))Q   Vi>e W„,

where 5 = 0 or 8 = h, and u_= u0 on 8<2_. With 5 = 0, this is the usual Dis-

continuous Galerkin method, first analyzed in [13], where L2_error estimates of order

(V(hk) are proved. In [11], these estimates are improved to 0(hk+1/2), and it is

demonstrated that the Discontinuous Galerkin method with 8 = 0 or 5 = h has

properties very similar to the SD-method, in particular allowing the localization

results for the SD-method to be carried over to the present case. Further, the

Discontinuous Galerkin method (1.6) gives an explicit scheme, whereby the discrete

solution on each slab Sm can be computed successively on triangle after triangle,

starting at the inflow boundary of Sm.

Remark 1.3. One may use in (1.3) or (1.6) different finite element subdivisions in

different slabs Sm. This can be used, e.g., to locally refine the mesh around a

progressing sharp front.   D

2. The Euler Equations.

2.1. The Continuous Problem. Let us now assume that fi c R2 is simply connected

with smooth boundary T, and let us recall the Euler equations for an incompressible

fluid: Given g and «0, find the velocity u = (uv u2) and the pressure p such that

(2.1a) u, + u ■ vu + Vp = g       infix/,

(2.1b) div« = 0       infix/,

(2.1c) u ■ n = 0       on T X /,

(2.1d) u = uQ     in fi for t = 0,

where n = n(x) is the outward unit normal to T. It is known (see, e.g., [17]) that if g

and u0 are smooth, with div u0 = 0 in fi and u0 ■ n = 0 on T, then (2.1) admits a

unique smooth solution for any T.

Let us now reformulate (2.1) using the stream function-vorticity formulation.

Since fi is simply connected and div u = 0, there is a unique stream function t//(x, t)

such that

«—♦-(£•-£)• *-»■

Alternatively, i/<(-, 0 can be specified as the unique solution of the Poisson equation

/-A*(-, /) = «(•, 0    in«,
[     ' \ 1 = 0 onT,

where

8«2     3w,
u = rot u = »--^—

ax1      ax2
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is the vorticity of the velocity field u. Applying the operator rot to (2.1a), we obtain

the following reformulation of (2.1): Find « such that

/«, + «(") -v«=/      infix(0,r),

\ u = u0      in fi for t = 0,

where / = rot g, w0 = rot u0, and w(w) = rot \p, where i// satisfies (2.2) for 0 < t < T.

We see that (2.3) has formally the form (1.1) in the case e = 0 with a coefficient ß

depending on w. Note that we do not have to specify any boundary condition in

(2.3), since u ■ n = 0 on T.

2.2. SD With Trial Functions Continuous in Space. Let us now construct an

SD-method for (2.3) following the pattern of Section 1.2 and using the same

notation. Define for k ^ 1,

(2 4) V(^^^U^A(0
( ' ) VAT = t x /„, e <gh, <¡> = 0 on r x /},

i.e., tyh consists of piecewise polynomials of degree k + 1 and k in x and /,

respectively, which are continuous in x and discontinuous in t. The SD-method for

(2.3) can now be formulated as follows: Find uh e Vh, with Vh defined by (1.2), such

that for m = 0,1,2,.... M - 1,

(2 5a)     ^' + "*(a/) ' VCA ° + *^' + UH{uh) ' V^m + (["*1,*+)*

= {f,6 + h{0t + uh{«h)-v6))m   V0GK„

where uh(o¡h) = roti//* and t// e 4^ satisfies

(2.5b) (V*\v*)m = («*,*)„   V*g*a,

and ^(-.O) = w0.

We now analyze this method and introduce the notation:

M-\

B(w; v,0)=   £ {o, + w • Vu,6 + h{0, + uh{uh) ■ V0))m
m = 0

M-l

+ E ([v],e+)m + (o+,e+)0,
«1=1

L{6)=   £   (/,« + *(«,+ «*(«*) •VÖ))m + (to0,Ö+)0.

«i = i

M-l

m = 0

The problem (2.5) can then be formulated as follows: Find co* e KA such that

(2.6) 2ï(k*(w*);u\0) = L(0)   V«eK„

where uh(uh) = rott// and yph e 4^ satisfies (2.5b). We note that, since uh(uh) =

rot tp\ the normal component uh(uh) ■ n is continuous across interelement

boundaries and div uh(uh) = 0 in each element A, so that

(2.7a) divM*(«*) = 0   in Q,

and also

(2.7b) «*(«*)-« = 0   on T X /.
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Below we shall refer to the following results, using the notation:

M-l ,

|0|l + |0|o+   E   \[0]\m + 2h\\6l + uh(ioh)-v6\\0\e „2        1

»1=1

Lemma 2.1. We have

B(uh(uh);6,0)=\\\6\\\    veeJP.

Proof. The lemma follows easily from the definition of B, using the facts that by

integration by parts and (2.7),

M-l
1

(M) + E <[*],Om + <«+.Oo = 2»,=i z

(uh(Uh)-v6,e)Q = 0.   D

Lemma 2.2. For any constant Cx > 0, we have for 0 g jf

M-l

9\m + \»\1+ E \[e]\i
»1=1

le<
M

>+«**(«*) .v0|2o+ e i»_rmAc'1 OT-1

Proof. For tm< t < rm+1, we have using again (2.7),

expíQA).

¡•(Oli-i#.t+i-jT"+ïiwiU

= l«-|2m+i-2/'m+,(t?i + «"("Ä)-Vc?,t?)ßi/i
•'r

< I*- Li + ¿|#, + «*(«*) • Vö|l + C^'"'+1 \\8(s)\\lds,

so that by Gronwall's inequality, for tm < t < tm+l,

ii«(oii0< ¿-||c?(+MA(W")-Vi?|2m+|ö_|2m + 1 expíQA).

Integrating over tm< t < fm+1  and then summing over m = 0,..., M — 1, we

obtain the desired result.   D

Lemma 2.3. 77iere is a constant C such that if \ph G 4^ satisfies

(2.8) (v*\v*)0=(«,*)e   Vr>G4'Ä,

||M(W) - M*(w*)||e< C/^l^^e,

w/iere ^ satisfies (2.2), m(u) = rot i//, «*(«) = rot \ph and

\*l>\\k + 2.Q =      /
\JI

l+(-.*)i;+2ji +
g*+l

*

1/2

/Voo/. We have, since (V^ - V^\ V<f>)e = 0 for all rj> g 4^,

||v^-ví*||e<||v^-V*||{?   V4»e**.

Here we choose <¡> = R ® P\}/, where

(2.9) (R®Pt)(x,t) = Rv(x,-)(t),       u{x,s) = {P4,(-,s))(x),
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and where

P: Hl(Q) - ¥ = {</> g //'(fi): 4>|T g />,+1(t) We^}

is the usual //^fi^projection, and

R: L2(Im) - Pk(IJ

is the L2(/m)-prqjection. We have, with v given by (2.9),

V(l - <f>) = V(^ - o) + v(v - <f>).

Now, using standard estimates for P, we have for the first term

( \v(*(x,s) - PH-,s)(x))\2dx < Ch^Ui-,*)^,

so that by integration

\\v(4>-v)\\o^Chk+1H\\*k+2,o.

Further, by the obvious commutation relations

dJ dJ
VR = RV,       —P = P—,

dsJ dsJ

we have for the second term from standard estimates for R and P:

f   f \v(v-<t>)\2dtdx= f   f   \vv(x,s)- R(w(x,-))(s)\2dxdt
Ja Jim yß JL

<Ch2<k+1)(  f
9/t + 1 / A

-;—tVV(X, S)
dsk+l

fik+1

dsdx

dsdx= Ch2(k+1)[   (
JQ JI,

-a**"UM'&T*(--')(x))dxds

< Ch2{k+\) (     f 9*+i
dxds.

Summation over m then completes the proof.   D

Lemma 2.4. For any h > 0, the problem (2.6) admits at least one solution if

f G L2(Q) and w0 G L2(fi).

Proof. We shall apply a variant of Brouwer's fixed point theorem to prove that,

given uH_(-,tm), the problem (2.5) admits a solution for any m. Let Vm = {v\r :

v g Vh} and $m = {</>|,m: </> g $h}, and define /"": Km - Vm by

[/>mM] = (o, + um(v) ■w,6 + h(6, + um(v) • v0))m

+ (v+,e+)m-{u"_,e+)m

-(f,6 + h{6, + um(v)-v6))m   V0GF"1,

where um(v) = rot t//m, with <|/m G 4'm satisfying

(vf",V*)m = («>.*)«   V^g^"1,
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and

[v,6]=(v_,6_)m+l+(v+,6+)m+(v,0)m.

Clearly, Pm is well-defined and is continuous on Vm (for a fixed h), with the norm

| • | given by the scalar product [■,• ]. Further, Pmv = 0 if and only if v = uh

satisfies (2.5). Now

[P"'v, v] = {-[\v_ |2m+1 +\v+ \2m + 2h\\v, + u"'(v) ■ w(m

-H/lUlMU + h\\vt + um(v) ■ wL) - \uh_ \Jv+ \m,

so that using Lemma 2.2,

[Pmv,v]> C\v\2 - C\v\(\\f\\m + \uh_\m).

Hence, [P"'v, v] > 0 if |u| = r is large enough, and by Brouwer's fixed point

theorem it follows (see [15]) that there exists B-u"e Vm with \v\ < r such that

Pv = 0, and the proof is complete.   D

For a uniqueness result we refer to the Appendix.

We now turn to error estimates. We write e ■ to — «* «■ ij — £, where tj = <o - wh,

£ = uh - w\ and w'1 g FA is a suitable interpolant of the exact solution u. Since u

satisfies (2.3), we have for 8 g Vh

B(u(a);a,0) = L($),

so that by (2.6) and Lemma 2.1,

Ulf HI2 = *(«*(«*); w" - û\f ) = B(ii(u); co.f) - B(«*(uA); £>*,£ )

(2.10) = Ä(«*(«*);u,i:)+[Ä(ii(»);«,f)-S(«*(»*);W,0]

- 7*1 + r2,

with the obvious definitions of 7\ and Tj. By integration by parts, using (2.7), we

find
M-l

|r, -(ii.f,+«*(«*)• vf)o+<n-.f->^- E <Ti-,m),
»1 = 1

(2.11) + A(ij, + «*(«*) • VT),f, + «*(«*) • Vf),

< Mit if + Cubile + E In- L + hfo, + «*(«*) • vr,||2A

Further, by Lemma 2.3 we have

(2.12) ||«*(<o)-M(u)||e<CA*+1|M|:+2.e,

where uh(u) = rot^A and $h g 4^ satisfies (2.8). Also,

(2.13) ||"A(w/')-w',((o)||e<C||W-<o''||c3<C(||f||e + ||7)||e),

and hence, letting || • H^ denote the Lx(Q)-noTm,

\\r¡, + uh(u") • VT)||e <||ij, + «(«) • vi)||e +1(«*(«) - «(w)) • ville

+ !(«*(«)-«*(«*))-vule
(2-14) .1     II II   /    Ml    II<lklle + Hw)IUIVï?||e

+ IIVT)L(||f||e + ||7,||e + c/iA+1||^||r+2.0).
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Next,

T2 -((«(«)-«*(«*)) -v«,0e

+ A((«(W) - «*(«*)) • V«,f, + «*(«*) • Vf)e,

so that by (2.12) and (2.13),

I^NClIvwlUllfllefllfllö + hlle+CA^II^II^)

|v«||.(llf ||0 + hue + CA*+1||*||;+2>e)]2.
(2.15)

+ ÜS    +Ch

We now assume that

(2.16a) l|Vw||oo -*" Il Vrilla +||w| *+i,e « c.

In particular, this means by Sobolev imbedding and elliptic regularity, that also

(2.16b) i«(«)L+lkiiÜ'+2.o< c-

Combining now (2.10), (2.11), (2.14)-(2.16) and Lemma 2.1 with CY large enough,

we get

Im m \
*-1lhlli+ E |ri-|2m + A||T,||2.e+ E IM2mA + C»"+2 .

m = l m-l /

Finally, by standard interpolation theory, we have (see, e.g., [2]):

M

hilo + A E |T)-|2m + A2h||2,e
m = l

•/2

< CA*+H,
n*+i,e"

We can now finish the argument by applying a discrete Gronwall inequality of the

following form: Suppose [ak }f satisfies, for k = 1,..., M with M = C3/h,

fl^C,   E   a,A + C2;
i<y<-A

then there is a constant C, depending only on the constants C„ such that for

A < 1/2C, we have a¿ < C, it = 1,..., M.

We then obtain the following error estimate:

Theorem 2.1. If the exact solution u of (2.3) satisfies (2.16), and uh G Vh satisfies

(2.6), then \\\u - uh\\\ < CA*+1/2.

Remark 2.1. The ö>(A*+1)-error from the approximate solution of the Poisson

equation (2.2) according to (2.12) is here not fully balanced with the global

0(hk + 1/2) estimate. To obtain such a balance one might in practice use a coarser

mesh in x for the Poisson equation (2.2), keeping the degree k + 1 in x for \p, or

one might instead reduce this degree to k and mildly refine the mesh in x.   D

Remark 2.2. By Lemma 2.2 and the definition of the III • |||-norm, we have from

Theorem 2.1 in particular

max||«(-,0-to*(-,0l|o<CA*+1/2,
re/

where «*(-,fm) = «*.(-, rm).   D
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2.3. Discontinuous Galerkin. Extending the Discontinuous Galerkin method of

Section 1.3 to the Euler equations, using the same notation, we obtain the following

method: Find uh g Wh such that

(«* + 0- Veo*, 8 + h(6, + ß- VO))0 + Y ( [o>h]6+\n, + n-ß\ds
(2.17a) k JM-(ß)

= (f,8 + h(8, + ß-ve))Q   V0G Wh,

where ß = uh(wh) = rot if/h and \ph g 4^ satisfies

(2.17b) (v**,V*)e = («*.*)e   V<í»g4'a,

and uh_(-,0) = u0. Recall that, since ß = roti//\ we have that n ■ ß is continuous

across the interelement boundaries of ^h, and thus dKT(ß) is well-defined. Also,

ß ■ n = 0 on T X /. To write (2.17) in more compact form, let us introduce the

notation

B(w; v,d) = (v, + u • vw,8 + h{6, + ß • v8))Q

(2-18) +1/ [v]0+\nt + n-ß\ds + (v+,6+)0,
K  JoK_(ß)'

L{v) = (f,e + h(0, + ß ■ V6))Q + (u0,0+)0,

where again ß = «*(«*) and 9K_(ß)' = 9K_(ß)\Q X {0}. Then (2.17) can be

written, with uh(co*) = rot \f/h and yph e 4^ satisfying (2.5b), in the form

(2.19) B(uh(uh);o>h,e) = L(6)   V0 G Wh.

This method can be analyzed using arguments very similar to those of the previous

subsection. In particular, we have the following analogues of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,

with similar proofs (as above, ß = uh(uh)).

Lemma 2.5. We have, with B defined by (2.18),

*(«*(«*); MHII0HI2   V0G Wh,
where

2_ 1

2 |0|2a, + |0|o + E Í [6]2\nt + n ■ ß\ds + 2h\\e, + ß ■ v8\\20
K JdK-(ß)'

Lemma 2.6. For any constant C, > 0, we have for 6 G Wh

\2Q<

h M
£||*, + /5-v*||0+ E I^LA
Cl m-l

+ A£ [ [0]2\n-ß\ds
K   J°K-(ß)"

where ?>K_(ß)" = {(x, t) G dK_(ß)': n,(x, t) = 0}.

exp(C,A),

The only difference in the analysis of (2.19), as compared to the above analysis of

(2.6), is the appearance on the right-hand side of a term of the form

E [ Uh + \n-ß\ds,
K  JoKAß)"
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where as above, f = uh — ¿bh, tj = u - ùh and ß = uh(o¡h). This means that we will

have to bound a term of the form

7,3 = Ef h+lV «*(«*) |<fc,

which can be done as follows:

l^khllLE   / \n-uh(Uh)\2ds+ f ds
K [JoK_(ß)" JdK_(ß)"

<cVnCL[ch-llu''W)(K+ch2]
K

<CA2*+1||(o||Li.»(||f||Ô+c),

where we have used the facts that

f   v2ds < CA"1 f v2dx    Vv^Pk(K),
JoK JK

and that by (2.12) and (2.13),

(«*(«*) ¡g <|ii(«) ||e + hile + ||f ||e + C.
Here and below, || • ||Ä+loo denotes the W^+l(Q)-norm. This leads to the following

error estimate for (2.19), if w g Wk+\Q):

|||w-wA|||<CA*+1/2.

3. The Navier-Stokes Equations.

3.1. S D-Methods for Euler's Equation in (u, p)-formulation. It is not clear how to

generalize the methods for the Euler equations of the previous section to the

Navier-Stokes equations, the reason being that we do not have any boundary

conditions for the vorticity. We shall therefore first present some different methods

for the Euler equations, using the (u, p)-formulation (2.1), which may naturally be

extended to the Navier-Stokes case.

We first assume that the discrete velocities are continuous in x, and as before,

satisfy the incompressibility condition exactly, i.e., we let the velocity space Wh be

given by

(3.1) Wh={roW.4>e*h},

where 4fA, as before, is given by (2.4) and in addition satisfies

M-l

(3-2) **c  n  C'(SJ.
m-0

Introducing also the pressure space

(3.3) Qh={qejr:q\K<=Pk{T)xPk(lm)VK=rXlmeVh},

we now formulate the following SD-method for the Euler equations (2.1): Find

(uh, ph)<= Whx Qh such that

M-l

(«,* + uh ■ Vuh + Vph, v + h(v, + uh ■ vv + Vq))Q+   E   ([«*].» + )„

(3.4) „,=o

= {g,v + h{v,+ uh-vv + Vq))Q   V( <;,<?) G WhxQh,
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where uh_( •, 0) = u0. Using the notation

B(w; û,$) = (u, + w ■ Vv + Vq, <í> + h(á>, + uh ■ V<¡> + Vr))Q

(3-5a) w"!

+   E   \[v],<t>+)m + (v + ,<¡>+)0,        v = (v,q),4>= (4>,r),
m-l

(3.5b) L(¿) = (g,<t> + h(<j>, + uh-V<t> + Vr))Q,

we can formulate problem (3.4) as follows: Find ùh = (uh, ph) G Wh X Qh such

that

(3.6) B(uh;ùh,ù) = L(v)   Vv&WhXQh.

Note that the use of the modified test function v + h(v, + uh • Vv + Vq) will

give control over the quantity •Jh\\uhl + uh ■ Vuh + Vph\\0 in (3.6). It seems difficult

to obtain control over the quantity {h\\uht + uh ■ vuh\\Q, since multiplication with

(v + h(vt + uh ■ Vv)) will introduce a term (Vph, uh ■ W)q, which will not vanish

in general and seems difficult to bound. Note further that taking v = 0 in (3.4), we

obtain the following equation for ph g Qh:

(3.7) {vph,Vq)Q=(g-u^-uh-Vuh,Vq)    Vq G Qh,

which corresponds to a Poisson equation with Neumann boundary conditions for

the pressure.

We now analyze (3.6) and introduce the norm

M-l

(3.8)
2 2 *""     "t 2

|i>U+|u|o+   E   IML + 2A|î;( + uh ■ Vv + Vq\Q
m = i

As above (cf. Lemma 2.1), it follows that

(3-9) /?(M\M)H||i}||2   VûgH/,xô„

and we also have the following analogue of Lemma 2.2.

Lemma 3.1. For any constant Cx > 0 we have for v g Wh X Qh:

i   ii2
M

— \\v, + uh ■ Vv + Vq\Q +   E   \v-
Cl m-l

expiQA).

Proof. We have, for tm < t < tm+l,

lk(Ollß = k-l«+i - /'"'+1 ̂II"(j)||o*

- \v ,ds+ 1-2f'"'+i{vt+uh-W + Vq,v)i
Jt

< I«- lÍ + i + ^\\v!+u»-W + Vqfm + C1jf'",+ ' \\v(s)\\lds,

from which the desired result follows, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.   D

Further, existence of a solution of (3.6) can be proved using basically the

argument of the proof of Lemma 2.4.

We now prove the following error estimate.

Theorem 3.1. If the solution (u, p) of (2.1) satisfies

(3.10) Nk+i.o + ||/>||*+i,0 + ||w||i.oo < c,
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and (w\ ph) G WhX Qh satisfies (3.4), then

max\\u(-,t) -«*(-,OBo +111"-«*III <CA*+1'2.

Proof. We write

w-w'' = («-H>)+(vv'-ûA) = Tj + f

=  (M-ö,^-^)+(ü-MA,^-/)=(T/,/7-^)+(f,^-/),

where iî> = (ü, />) G WA X 0„ is the interpolant of û = («, />). Using the fact that

B{u;ù,v) = L{v)    Vv=(v,q)<EWhXQh,

we have by (3.6),

|||f II2 = B{uh;ùh -w,t) = B(u; ft.f) - fi(«A;*,f)

(3.11) =5(MA;T,,f)+(5(U;ii,f)-Ä(M'';uJ))

- 7\ + T2,

with the obvious definition of Tx and T2. Integrating by parts, we have by standard

interpolation estimates,

|7\ | = -{r,,S, + «*• vf + v{p-ph))0 + (ij-,f_)M

w-i

-   E   (v-,U])m + h{v, + uh- Vr, + V(p-p),
m-l

f, + «*-vf + v(/>-/>*))

(3.12)

1      .    2 / 2 W 2 :
< ölllíIII  +C A-1||ij||e+   E Itï-L + A i,, + «*-Vt| + v(/>-/>)  ,

«1 = 1

< I llalli2 + CA" + 1 + A||r,, + «* • VT, + V(p - p) ||ß.

Similarly,

|îi, + ha- V7} + v(/> -p)||o

<Ik lie + llv(/> - P) lie +1|(« - «*) • vi»||e +1|« • VT,||e

<hike + |v(/> -£)le + ||vti|L(NIg + ||f He)
< Chk + C||f |ß.

(3.13)

Also,

|r21 = |((« - «*) • Vu,f + A(f, + uh ■ vf + v(p -/)))I

(3.14) <C||v«|U||f||e(||f||e + hlle) + illl?IH2

+ CA||v«||»(||f le + hile).

Combining (3.11) to (3.14), and using Lemma 3.1, we finally get

2<c(a2*+1+ E ir.fi>),
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so that by a discrete Gronwall inequality,

III£!2<ca"+\
from which the desired estimate follows.   D

Remark 3.1. From (3.7) and the velocity estimates of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the

following estimate for the pressures,

||V/» - V/»*||o < CÄ*"1/2.       D

Let us now relax the C'-condition (3.2) and assume only that 4rA c Jf, as in

Section 2, and let Wh and Qh be given by (3.1) and (3.3). In this case, the discrete

velocities v g Wh have continuous normal components across interelement

boundaries, while the tangential components may be discontinuous. The natural

extension of the method (3.4) to this case reads: Find (uh, ph) g WhX Qh such that

(u* + ß ■ Vuh + Vph, v + h(v, + ß ■ W + Vq))Q

(3.15) +L f [ii*K|«, + «-jB|<fe
K   JM-(ß)

= (g,v + h(v, + ß-W + Vq))Q   V(i>,9)e WhXQh,

whereß = uh and uA=u0onfiX(0}. The analysis of this method is similar to the

analysis of (3.4) just presented, with a modification analogous to that presented for

the Discontinuous Galerkin method (2.17), and we obtain for the method (3.15) a

result analogous to that stated in Theorem 3.1, assuming now that u g W¿ + l(Q).

3.2. SD-Methods for Navier-Stokes Equations. We first generalize the method (3.4)

to the Navier-Stokes equations with small viscosity e > 0:

uh + u-Vu + Vp- eàu = g in fi X /,

,,   ,v div u = 0 in fi X /,

(3-16> « = 0 onTx/,

u = u0 in fi for t = 0.

One is naturally led to the following method: Find (uh, ph) g Wh X Qh such that

(3.17) Bi(uh;ùh,v) = L(v)    Vß = (v,q) G Wh X Qh,

where

Bt(w,v,$) = B(w;v,<i>) + e(vt),V<#>)ß - eô(Ai;,</>, + uh ■ V<i> + Vq)Q,

and where B and L are defined by (3.5), and 8 = Ch with C as specified in Lemma

3.2 below if e < A, and 8 = 0 if e ^ A. For problem (3.16) we have the following

stability result (cf. [10], [16]).

Lemma 3.2. If C > 0 is sufficiently small, then for all v G Wh X Qh,

Be(uh;v,v)>c(\\\v\\\2 + e\\vv\\2Q),

where ||| • ||| is defined by (3.8).

Proof. We have for e > A

BF(uh; v,û) = IIüHI   + e||vt;||e _ eô(Af, u, + uh • Vv + Vq)Q,
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and by the inverse estimate

W^Wo^Ch-'WwWç   Vug Wh,

we get

|eô(At!, u, + uh ■ Vv + Vq)Q\ < i III «III" + e5CA"2e||V(;||e

<   12(\\\V\\\2 + 4VV\\2Q)

if eSCh2 < \, i.e., if CC < \, which proves the desired result.   D

Arguing as above, we obtain in the case e < A a direct analogue of Theorem 3.1

for the problem (3.17), with an additional term ]fë\\v(u — uh)\\ç on the left-hand

side.

Let us finally also consider an extension of the method (3.15) to the Navier-Stokes

equations (3.16) with Wh and Qh given by (3.1) and (3.3). Since the velocities

v g Wh may be discontinuous in space, we are led to introduce an additional

variable to handle the elliptic term -eA«. As additional variable we shall use the

vorticity w = rot u and seek an approximate vorticity in the space Qh given by (3.3).

To motivate the formulation of the discrete problem, we first note that the Stokes

problem corresponding to (3.16), obtained by omitting the nonlinear term u ■ vu,

can, at least formally, be given the following variational formulation: Find (u, w):

/ -^ W X Y, where W = {rot<i>: <t> G //¿(fi)} and Y = H\Q), such that u(t) = uQ

for t = 0 and on /,

(3.18a) (ut,v)a + E(wta,ü)Q = (g,v)Q   Vv œ W,

(3.18b) e{TotO,u)a = e(u,8)a   V0 G Y.

This follows from the fact that with co = rot u, we have rot w = -Aw, since div u = 0.

Further, since u = rot^ for some i// G //¿(fi), we have that u ■ n = 0 on T, and

(3.18b) implies that also the tangential component of u vanishes on T, so that in

fact u = 0 on T.

Returning now to the Navier-Stokes equations (3.16), and handling the nonlinear

term as in the case of Euler's equations, we are led to the following SD-method for

(3.16): Find (a*, ph, uh) &WhxQhXQh such that

(wf + ß • Vu* + Vph,v + 8(vt + ß ■ W + Vq))

+ E/ [uh]v+\n, + n-ß\ds
(3.19a) k J*K-iß)

+ e(rotu\<;) + e5(rot co\ v, + ß ■ W + Vq)

= {g,v + 8(v, + ß ■ Vv + vq))    V(v,q) G Wh X Qh,

(3.19b) e(rotö,«Ä) = e(uh,0)   V0 g Qh,

where 8 = Ch with C > 0 sufficiently small and, as before, ß = uh and uh_(-, 0) = u0.

Choosing (v, q, 6) = (uh, ph, uh) in (3.19), we obtain as above the following stability

estimate:

|«a|2a, + |w*|o+ Ei [uh]2\n, + ß-n\ds
K JSK-iß)'

+ S||t<* + ß ■ vuh + vph\\Q + civile

<c(H/l|e + lkU,
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from which the following error estimate can be derived, following the proof of

Theorem 3.1:

max  \\u(-,t) - «*(•, Oils + A||v/>-VpA|e+ i£||« - (o*||ß < CA*+1/2,
0 « t < T

assuming that e < A and

|| «I*+ 1.00 +H/HU+1 +||w||* + l <   00.

Remark 3.2. The approximability properties of the space Q„ for the vorticity wh

are somewhat better than needed; it would be sufficient to have j|co - to|| < Chk+l/2

with ¿j g Qh an interpolant of w.   D

4. Appendix. As an example of a uniqueness result for the methods considered, let

us prove that the solutions of the discrete problem (2.6) are unique if the correspond-

ing exact solution a> is smooth enough, i.e., satisfies (2.16), and A is small enough.

Thus, suppose that w* and w* are two solutions of (2.6) with corresponding

velocities uh(uh) and üh(o3h). By subtraction we then have for any m, writing

6 = uh - wh and assuming that 9(-,tm)_= 0,

*(/,(«*(«*)-5*(S*)); V«).,

= (M)m + |0+|2m + («>*)-vM)„,

(4.1) +((s*(to-*) - «*(«*)) • vw\ e + h(e, + uh{uh) ■ vo))m

+h\\e, + uh(wh)-vefm

+ A(w* + üh{üh) • Vûh,{ûh(àh) - uh(uh)) ■ V0)m.

By Theorem 2.1 and inverse estimates it is easy to see that

A«||í5||i,00+||5*(5A)||00<C,

with a = \ if k — 1 and a = 0 if k > 2. Together with (4.1), this proves that

\0l |m + 1 + \0+ \2m + h\\6, + «*(coA) • Vc?||2m < CA-||«||2M,

by virtue of the fact that

\\üh{üh)-uh(coh)\\m^C\\6\\m.

However, by the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have

(4.2) |i<9||2m < c[a2||0, + uh(u") ■ vo\\2m + h\e+1

and thus

A-Mlöll^CA-iöH2,

which shows that 6 = 0 if A is small enough, and the uniqueness result follows.
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